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Nestled between the base of Thunder Mountain and Mendenhall Lake is the U.S. Forest
Service Visitor Center. The center houses many interpretive exhibits about Mendenhall
Glacier and the surrounding area. It also includes a theater, telescopes for viewing
mountain goats, and a bookstore operated by Alaska Geographic.				

Introduction
This book is about the surprising variety of
plants and animals you can see in the lands
and waters close to Mendenhall Glacier.
You can see virtually all of those we have
photographed at some time of the year by
following easily traveled trails leading from
the Glacier Visitor Center. At Photo Point
you overlook the glacier and its lake, nearby
mountainsides, and the sandspit where terns
nest. At Steep Creek you can stroll along
raised walkways to view spawning salmon
and some of the bears and other animals that
feed on them. Along the lake shore and the
Moraine Ecology Trail, you will see a variety
of habitats where some of the most interesting plants are found.

Mendenhall Glacier has created this great
diversity of landscape as it has retreated
over the past 250 years. Retreating ice has
opened the way for lakes, ponds, sloughs,
marshes, meadows, thickets, early and
maturing forest, and open stretches of
sand and gravel sometimes carpeted with
mosses and lichens. Beavers, who moved
into the area in the mid-1900s, continue to
add new habitats, and spawning salmon,
which colonized newly-formed Steep Creek
after 1955, now attract bears, eagles, and a
variety of other wildlife that feast on them.
Steep Creek is closed to fishing, so all the
fish that enter it are available for wildlife.
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At Steep Creek Viewing Area visitors can
watch spawning salmon and see the many
types of wildlife that come to feed on them.

Forest Service
day camps, school
events, and special
Kids Days help
youngsters explore
nature around the
glacier.

The landscape around Mendenhall Glacier
is part of the Tongass National Forest.
Here animals can move in from adjacent
wildlands without having to find their way
through large road systems or extensive
human development. This may be
especially important for animals such as
mountain goats, brown bears, and wolves,
which need large areas in which to roam.

The animals and plants included in this
book are the ones we’ve found the easiest
to observe, but they represent only a
fraction of those found in the area. Seeing
and learning about them all could make
for a lifetime of pleasure.
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Black Bear

Black bears come to the area around Steep Creek from July through October. In some
years we’ve seen as many as six different bears in a single day. Some are females with
cubs. Others are single females or males. But they’re all after salmon.
Black bears are not necessarily black. We’ve seen black bears with dark brown, light
brown, and cinnamon-streaked fur. Even the rare silvery-blue glacier bear has been
seen in the area. Black bears are distinguished from brown bears by their narrow, often
fawn-colored muzzle and the absence of a prominent shoulder hump.
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In spring and early summer black bears eat mostly grasses, sedges, and other vegetation. Before the salmon
arrive in Steep Creek they often take advantage of the fresh growth of the nearby cottonwood trees, as
this bear is doing.
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This young bear
has taken a
salmon up into a
tree, where the
youngster may
feel safer from
other bears. The
young bear in
the photo below
has captured a
sockeye salmon.

Most bears who
capture salmon
in Steep Creek
carry them into
the brush. Though
they can become
used to humans
who are quiet and
keep their distance, they must
worry about other
bears who might
be aggressive.
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Black bear cubs are born in the den during winter. Their mothers care for them during
the following summer, winter, and spring. Female bears must protect their cubs from
large male bears and other threats, and have a little over a year to teach them how to
survive on their own.
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This female black bear is caring for one-year-old cubs. By next summer she will no
longer allow the cubs to be with her and instead will be ready to breed.

By mid-October most
adult bears have
left the area and are
probably denning up.
The ones remaining
are mostly two-yearolds who separated
from their mothers
in spring and may
not have been able to
compete effectively
with older bears. Steep
Creek’s late run of
coho salmon may be
especially important
to help these younger,
less experienced
bears prepare for
hibernation.

This young bear is looking through the ice at a salmon carcass.
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Mountain Goat
Mountain goats can
almost always be seen on
the mountains on both
sides of the glacier. From
a distance they might
look like white dots, but
you can tell they’re not
snow patches if they
move! The glacier visitor
center has telescopes
visitors can use, and
visitor center staff can
usually find at least
one goat to be observed
closely through a scope.

On sunny days some mountain goats seem to just lie
around and enjoy the warmth.
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Mountain goats navigate steep slopes with help from hooves that have
hard outer rims and soft rough-textured inner pads that provide excellent
traction. In summer they graze on grasses, herbs, and low-growing
shrubs. In winter they browse on hemlock, ferns, bunch grasses, and
twigs. The goat in the photo above is eating lichens, an important food
during winter and early spring before other vegetation begins to grow.

Male mountain goats grow considerably larger than females, but since
both sexes have horns it’s difficult to distinguish them at a distance.
Groups of goats may include both nannies and billies. If you see a
youngster with a larger goat and there are no other goats nearby, they
are probably a nannie and her kid.
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Wolf

One of the greatest outdoor experiences may be hiking or skiing along Mendenhall
Lake in winter; suddenly, beneath a full moon or the northern lights, wolf howls echo
across the lake. Wolf packs are not uncommon in this part of Southeast Alaska.

For six years beginning in 2003, a lone black wolf delighted Juneau residents and
visitors by frequenting the lake and its shore, where he was often seen and heard
howling at various times of day. Apparently
not associated with a local pack, the lone male
approached and tried to play with people’s
dogs, offering a rare opportunity to observe
a beautiful animal at close range.
Because of his love for playing with dogs the
wolf was nicknamed Romeo. In memory of
this wonderful creature a plaque was created
that shows Romeo on the rock along the west
shore of Mendenhall Lake where he was often
seen resting. The plaque can be seen on a rock
along the trail to Nugget Falls.
Plaque by Skip Wallen based on a photo by
Joel Bennett
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Beaver

Whether or not you see a beaver in one of the ponds or sloughs near the
glacier, you will see evidence of beaver activity all around you. These
industrious rodents nibble branches of willows and fell cottonwood trees
of startling size to provide food and shelter for themselves and their young.
When they harvest trees and brush, beavers keep areas open that might
otherwise become dense with shrubs and cottonwood trees. When they
build dams, they create ponds where ducks can swim and nest, fish can live
and rear, herons and kingfishers can fish, and dragonflies and amphibians
such as western toads can breed. They truly enhance the area for much of
the other wildlife that we enjoy.
(Top photo) When
beavers are by
themselves, they
groom with their
paws. But when
they groom each
other, they use
their mouths. This
may promote social
bonding.
(Bottom photo) This
beaver is harvesting
a willow branch, one
of its main sources
of food.
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Beavers need water two to three feet deep year-round to protect themselves from
predators. So they often construct dams built of logs and branches piled up and
packed together with mud, plants, rocks, and sticks.

Beavers construct lodges in which they can rest, store food, and rear their young. To
the right of the lodge pictured above you can see where a beaver has stashed willow
branches it will use for food. Sometimes beavers stick branches into the mud at the
bottom of a pond. Then in winter, when the pond is frozen, they can leave the lodge
underwater, grab branches, and bring them back inside to eat. Stand quietly near a
beaver lodge in winter and you may be able to hear the beavers gnawing away inside.
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Porcupine

Porcupines live in the
area year-round and often
appear as dark lumps
moving slowly up or
down in trees or tottering
along the ground. In
summer they seem to
relish the fresh greenery
of willow shrubs and
cottonwood trees (above).
In winter they usually
retreat to spruce trees,
where they feed on the
needles (left).
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Red Squirrel

If you don’t see a red squirrel around the visitor center parking lot, you will
probably hear one chattering. We usually associate these energetic rodents with
forests, where their primary food is spruce cones, which they harvest and stash
for the tiny, nutritious seeds inside. Here near the glacier they find other foods
and entertain many visitors with their antics.

This squirrel is stripping seeds
from an alder cone.
This red squirrel is eating willow seeds.
Note that it is a nursing female.
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Hoary Marmot

Keen’s Deer Mouse

Dusky Shrew

Lynx

Red-backed Vole

Snowshoe Hare

Marten

Harbor Seal

Brown Bear

Short-tailed Weasel

Mink

River Otter
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Sitka Black-tailed Deer

Many other mammals frequent
the land and waters around
the glacier, but we seldom see
them— like the wolverine that
left these tracks one winter day.

Bald Eagle

Bald eagles are attracted to the
glacier’s front yard in fall by the late
run of coho salmon, which comes at
a time when salmon runs in nearby
streams have greatly diminished.
Because they usually perch where
they can watch the land and

water around them, eagles often seem
to be posed around Mendenhall Lake
and the visitor center. Actually, they
are using their superior vision — five
to six times sharper than that of
humans — to watch for food.
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Arctic Tern

This parent is feeding its nestling a young coho salmon.

Photo Point, in front of the glacier visitor center, is one of the best
places in Southeast Alaska to watch arctic terns. In recent years terns
have begun nesting on the sand spit extending toward the glacier. The
birds migrate each summer some 12,000 miles from their wintering
grounds in Antarctica.
On the sand and gravel
of the lake shore they
find a safe place to raise
their chicks, making
use of the long daylight
hours to search for food.
The birds find abundant
fish in nearby clearwater
sloughs and ponds. They
also may fly down to salt
water in search of fish.
Arctic terns have complex rituals for
courtship and mating.
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The Gull Colony

During the last 50 years or so, the glacier’s retreat has exposed a large rock face in front
and to the west of the present-day ice limit. Between 200 and 300 gulls have been counted
nesting there on ledges and hollows in the glacially-scoured rock. These include nearly
equal numbers of herring gulls (above and lower right) and glaucous-winged gulls.
These birds find food on the Mendenhall Wetlands off the mouth of the Mendenhall
River, and in nearby Auke Bay.

Gulls lay their eggs among mosses and lichens
growing on the glacially carved rocks.
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Great Blue Heron

Great blue herons are attracted to the glacier landscape by the abundant fish
in its fresh waters. Primarily fish eaters, they take salmon young, stickleback,
and especially Dolly Varden, though we have sometimes seen them feeding
on salmon carcasses left on the stream banks by bears.
It’s surprising to see these large birds perched in trees despite their gangly legs
and large wings. Herons do nest in trees, building platforms of sticks similar
to those made by bald eagles.
Don’t be surprised to see heron
tracks just about anywhere near
the water, especially along the lake
shore and in the mud bordering
ponds and sloughs.
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(Left) You can often
watch herons fishing
at close range from
the salmon viewing
platform that crosses
Steep Creek. This bird
has just caught a Dolly
Varden.

(Below) Herons can
swallow large fish
by extending their
slender necks.
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American Dipper

Dippers are Southeast Alaska’s only aquatic songbirds. Specially adapted to
feed underwater, they walk along the edges of streams and reach underwater,
or plunge into deep water and swim by flapping their wings and paddling
with their feet. Dippers eat mostly aquatic insects and small fish such as
sculpins and young salmon, but research in Southeast Alaska has shown that
dippers on salmon streams, where eggs and juvenile fish are more plentiful,
have increased success raising young.
To see dippers around the glacier, look along Steep Creek for small, slatecolored birds that almost constantly bob up and down. In winter the long,
melodious song of dippers is one of the few bird songs to be heard.

This dipper has captured a number
of salmon fry and is about to deliver
them to its chicks at a nest near
Steep Creek.

Though dippers eat salmon eggs,
most of the eggs they take have
washed out of the gravel and will
not survive anyway.
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Barn Swallow

Each year barn swallows nest in the covered viewing area overlooking the glacier
and Mendenhall Lake. These colorful birds may have flown nearly 5,000 miles from
Central or South America to nest in Southeast Alaska. Barn swallows build cupshaped nests of mud and vegetation, often under the eaves of buildings. Swallows
feed almost exclusively on flying insects. You can see them hawking for insects over
the parking lot and adjacent ponds.

These young barn swallows are waiting on a ledge to be fed by their parents.
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Common Merganser

At least one or two broods of common mergansers can be seen every year around
the glacier. These fish-eating ducks may also eat salmon eggs that wash out of
the gravel and settle in ponds. This mother and her chicks are resting on a rock
in Mendenhall Lake.

(Left) You can often see mergansers
cruising and looking underwater in
Steep Creek for fish and fish eggs.

(Right) These two common
merganser youngsters have
captured a Dolly Varden in Steep
Creek.
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Mallard

Mallards, one of the most common ducks to nest in Southeast Alaska, have been
discovered nesting near ponds on the exposed rock face in front of the glacier.

Harlequin Duck
Female harlequin ducks and
their young are often seen
foraging in the ponds near
Steep Creek. The brightly
colored males (bottom left)
are usually seen only in
spring. Once the eggs are
hatched, the males move to
saltwater bays and channels.
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Belted Kingfisher
Belted kingfishers are exciting to watch
as they hover over water then plunge
head first after small fish. Around
the glacier they can be seen fishing
in ponds in the moraine area, at the
mouth of Steep Creek, along the shores
of Mendenhall Lake, and in clearwater
sloughs. Each year several pairs nest
in holes along the steep banks of the
Mendenhall River.
Both sexes of belted kingfishers have
a blue-gray band across the breast, but
females (see photo at left) also have
rufous-colored plumage on their
flanks that often extends across the
belly. Belted kingfisher females are
one of the few birds in North America
that are more colorful than their male
counterparts (see below).

Both these kingfishers have captured
small fish to bring to their young in
a nest along Mendenhall River. The
female above is holding a salmon
fingerling. The male to the right is
holding a sculpin.
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Shorebirds

Killdeer lay their eggs in shallow scrapes
in the ground. If dogs, humans, or other
predators approach too closely, adult
killdeer may “fake” an injured wing in an
effort to lure them away from the nest.

Semipalmated plovers nest along
the shore of Mendenhall Lake. When
foraging they typically run, then stop
with their heads raised, relying primarily
on their vision to capture insects,
amphipods, and other prey.

Spotted sandpiper eggs are often difficult to distinguish from the rocks and gravel
around them, and plants such as the lupine, lower right, can provide further camouflage.
In this species it’s the male that incubates eggs.
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Ravens, Jays, and Magpies

Common ravens can be seen around the
glacier all year long. If they are not visible you
can usually hear their raucous or burbling calls.
One summer two ravens persistently harassed
a young black bear who had carried a salmon
up into a tree (see photo to the right). At last
the bear reached up to swat the birds, knocking
the salmon to the ground. The ravens then
swooped down and grabbed their share.

Steller’s jays
nest and rear
their young
around the
glacier. Both
adults (above)
and young (to
the right) are
active and
interesting to
watch.

Black-billed magpies visit the area around the
glacier in fall and winter after spending the
summer farther north.
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Other Songbirds
Many species of songbirds frequent the
vegetated areas of the glacier forelands.
They are attracted by large numbers of
insects in the cottonwoods and willows,
and various types of seeds.
Nearly 50 songbird species are thought to
nest in the area in summer, including the
three pictured below. During migration
in spring and fall, various species of
thrushes, warblers, and sparrows stop
to rest and feed.
In recent years these colorful cedar waxwings
have nested near Steep Creek.

A pair of yellow-rumped warblers
tend to their young at a nest near the
salmon viewing platform.

Lincoln’s sparrow on Nootka lupine
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Salmon

Photo by Jeff Mondragon

Sockeye salmon begin entering Steep Creek in early July and typically spawn there
from mid-July through mid-September. Spawning males (above right) are easily
recognized by their green heads and bright red bodies. Females (above left) are less
brightly colored and lack the pronounced dorsal hump that usually develops in males.
Counts of sockeye salmon in Steep Creek suggest that thousands may enter the creek
each year.

In the photo above, a female sockeye (right) is digging a nest, or redd, in which to
lay her eggs. You can see a number of small Dolly Varden clustered behind her.
The Dollies are watching for eggs or aquatic insects they hope will be dislodged by
the salmon’s nest-building activities.
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Photo by Jeff Mondragon

Coho salmon can usually be seen in Steep Creek from late September into midNovember. During spawning, male cohos (above) typically have greenish backs and
reddish sides. They can be distinguished from sockeye salmon by the numerous black
spots on their backs, which sockeye do not have. According to studies by the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game, coho runs may have as many as 1,000 fish in some years.

In the photo above a female coho salmon (right) is digging a nest where she will deposit
her eggs. When she is ready to lay eggs the male (left) will move up beside her and release
sperm to fertilize them. Almost immediately afterward the female will cover the eggs with
gravel by moving slightly upstream and digging another nest.
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Dolly Varden

Photo by Jeff Mondragon

Sea-run Dolly Varden spawn in Steep Creek at about the same time as the coho salmon
do. Dolly Varden (above) can be identified by red to orange spots on their sides. At
spawning they turn reddish and have white on the front edges of their lower fins.
Mendenhall Lake is an important overwintering area for Dolly Varden. The fish enter
the lake after spending some time in salt water and also after spawning in Steep Creek
and other streams around Juneau.

Dolly Varden often school
in a pond just off Steep
Creek (left). The ones in
this photo (identified as
spawners by the white
on their lower fins) will
eventually move up into
the creek to spawn.
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The Gifts of Salmon . . .
Besides the obvious bears and bald
eagles that feed on salmon, many
other creatures benefit from the
salmon carcasses that bears and
eagles drag to shore. Here are a
few that we photographed from
the viewing platforms along Steep
Creek.

Black-billed magpie

Song sparrow

Common raven

Red-backed vole

Winter wren
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Dragonflies
Numerous small
ponds created by
the retreating glacier,
as well as old river
beds, have been
colonized by sedges
and other aquatic
plants, making them
ideal places for
dragonflies.

Eleven species of dragonflies
have been identified within the
glacier forelands, including
zigzag darners (left).

We were lucky to photograph
this Hudsonian whiteface
dragonfly emerging from its
larval exoskeleton at Dredge
Lake. Within a couple of hours
it had expanded its wings and
flown away.

Damselflies, including both northern
and boreal bluets, are common in the
area. These bluets are mating in the
aptly named “wheel position.”
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Purple Mountain Saxifrage

Purple mountain saxifrage is one of the first spring flowers to bloom, often
as early as mid-April. It’s quite common on top of the newly exposed rock
in front and to the left of the glacier and can be found on the sides of the
canyon bordering upper Steep Creek quite near the Trail-of-Time.
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Nootka Lupine

Nootka lupine grows on Thunder Mountain (above). In the background
Mendenhall Glacier extends back toward the Juneau Icefield.

Nootka lupine is very common
on the glacier forelands. This
pioneer is one of the first plants
to move into areas uncovered by
retreating glaciers. It is able to
live in nutrient-poor soil partly
because it harbors nitrogenfixing bacteria in nodules on
its roots. These bacteria pull
nitrogen from the air and then
incorporate it into organic
compounds that nurture the
lupines and enrich the soil for
other plants that follow them.
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Lupines are especially interesting because
of their relationship with bumblebees, their
primary pollinators. When lupines first begin
blooming and they are rich in nectar and pollen, their flowers have large white patches
(see the upper two plants in the photo at lower
right). As the flowers mature and contain less
nectar and pollen, their white spots darken
and the flowers become completely pink or
purple.
Bumblebees seem to have learned to interpret
this signal. If they visit only flowers with
white on them, they will get greater rewards
for their efforts. The lupines, in turn, will
benefit if the bees visit flowers with lots of
pollen, so the plants’ chances of being crosspollinated are improved.
One summer we found an all-white lupine
along the Moraine Trail. We marked the plant
(shown in the photo to the right) to see if its
flowers would also change color after pollination. The photo at top left shows the result:
these flowers, too, changed to all-purple.
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Bumblebees are the main pollinators
of lupines.

River Beauty, or Dwarf Fireweed

River beauty, also called dwarf
fireweed, is another early colonizer
of recently deglaciated areas. It’s
often found growing in the gravel
along the shores of Mendenhall Lake
and River.

Sudetan Lousewort

Another attractive plant that’s found
along the shore of Mendenhall
Lake is Sudetan lousewort. This
plant is typically an alpine plant,
but like several other ordinarily
alpine plants, it is found on the
glacier forelands.
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Early Coral Root Orchid
We’ve found these delightful orchids
in only a few places on the forelands;
however, when they’re there, you
will usually find several plants in the
area. This plant’s primary pollinator
is probably a tiny insect called a
dance fly. The dance fly has a long
proboscis, or tubular mouth part,
that allows it to probe deep into the
orchid flower to extract nectar. But
the orchid benefits as well: while the
fly is feeding, it may bump into a tiny
adhesive disk inside the blossom that
is covered with pollen. If the disk
sticks to the fly’s proboscis or its head,
the insect will carry pollen when it
visits another blossom, thus crosspollinating, or exchanging pollen,
between two plants.

Ladies’ Tresses Orchid
Ladies’ tresses orchid is quite common
among the sedges and lupines that
make up the vegetated portion of
the Mendenhall Lake shore. These,
too, are among the first plants to
colonize newly exposed areas. On
the stems of these plants, each flower
is offset a few degrees from the one
below, forming an upward spiral
that gives the orchid its generic
name Spiranthes. To some eyes the
arrangement of flowers on the stalk
resembles a woman’s braided hair.
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Northern Groundcone

Northern groundcone is very common
among the alders on the glacier forelands.
This parasitic plant attaches itself to the
roots of alders and feeds on their sap. It is a
favorite food of bears, who particularly like
its thick, potato-like underground stem.

You can tell if bears have been feeding
on groundcone because their scat looks
like this.
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Willow Rose

Willow roses are not flowers,
but they are very common on
shrubby willows on the glacier
forelands. The rose-like growths
form when willow gall insects
(a species of fly) infest the tips
of willow branches. The plants
respond to the infestation by
producing these growths that
have an outer protective layer
and an inner layer that the larvae
feed upon.

Willow roses are most obvious in winter, when
their reddish, papery “blossoms” stand out on the
ends of leafless shrubby willow branches.

Inside their rose-shaped shelters,
willow gall larvae, like the one
shown in the photo above,
keep from freezing in winter by
building up high concentrations
of sugars or sugar alcohols in
their blood and tissues.

In summer willow roses are couched
among clusters of green leaves.
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Lichens

Foam, or Easter, lichen

Lichens of many types are amazingly common around the glacier.
Sometimes in more open areas they form an almost continuous carpet over
the soil. They cling to rocks and hang from trees like holiday decorations.
Lichens are not just fascinating to look at. They also help break down rocks
to make soil, fix nitrogen from the air and pass it on to plants, and provide
food for mountain goats and small rodents in winter.

Reindeer lichen

Bull’s eye lichen, one of the earliest
colonizers of newly exposed rocks
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Witch’s hair lichen

Tube lichen
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Fall Color

Willow

In September the area near Mendenhall Lake is one of the best
places in Juneau to observe fall color. The leaves of cottonwoods and willows (above) turn orange and yellow. Leaves of
blueberry and nagoonberry flame in shades of red.

Blueberry

Blueberry and
nagoonberry
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Insects
Don’t miss the small critters! You can often see a variety of tiny, fascinating insects
resting on wooden railings of the salmon viewing platforms and the bridges on the
trail to Nugget Falls.
These mostly predatory rove
beetles are common in the
wet areas along Steep Creek
and other streams in the area.
Some rove beetles are able to
skim across the water surface
without moving a muscle. This
amazing feat is accomplished
by the release of a surfactant,
called stenusin, from their hind
ends. Stenusin breaks the
surface tension, forcing water
molecules suddenly apart. This
pushes the lazy beetle along
at speeds reaching 70 cm per
second–a free ride thanks to
chemistry and physics.

Weevils are
only a few
millimeters
long, but they
are fascinating
to look at up
close. These
tiny beetles
are probably
associated
with the nearby
vegetation
which they feed
upon.
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What does the future hold?

Mendenhall Glacier from Photo Point in 2011

Mendenhall Glacier is currently
retreating about 200 feet per year. At
that rate, within one or two decades
it will pull back from the lake and
expose new land for purple mountain
saxifrage, mountain goats, and perhaps
a salmon stream or two.

will expand into the area where ice
now exists. The deltas of Nugget
Creek and Steep Creek should increase
in size and provide more habitat for
spawning salmon, pioneering plants,
nesting terns, and shorebirds.
Regardless of what the glacier does,
one thing is certain — the area will
change. The wildlife and plants we
enjoy looking at today should be
around for many more decades.
Some will increase in abundance,
some will decline, and new life will
continue to move in.

The area around the visitor center will
change also. Hemlock and Sitka spruce
will gradually move in and replace the
cottonwoods and willows. Beavers will
continue to alter the landscape, at least
as long as their food supply lasts.
Mendenhall Lake may not change
much. As the glacier retreats, the lake
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